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Nuove sfide per la medicina del Lavoro: Immigrazione, Promozione della salute

Crespi E, Masci F, Pernigotti E, Rosecrance J, Colosio C

Wrist district as a target for biomechanical risk
in milking parlor workers: an emerging
occupational risk?
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Dairy farming 
Agriculture is one of the highest risk sectors for
biomechanical overload and, among farming,
dairy is of particular interest. In fact, milking
tasks is a very demanding activity for hand and
wrist as part of upper extremities in terms of
repetitive motions
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EFFETTI BIOLOGICI E DANNI ALLA SALUTE

Pronation/ supination

Milking units lifting

Dorsiflexion/ radial deviation

Repetitive forceful handwork

MILKING PROCEDURE
1) Predip (20-30sec)
2) Wiping/stripping of teats
3) Attach milking clusters
4) Postdip

Dairy farming: tasks 

The prevalence of carpal tunnel syndrome is higher among workers performing
milking tasks than among those involved in other areas of the dairy farming
activity

Median nerve impairment diagnosis

 clinical examination

 median nerve sensory conduction study (NCS) sensitivity >85%; specificity
95%.
Not easily feasible on a large scale in occupational health surveillance

>> Need of novel screening tools adequate to be used in the occupational health
surveillance of dairy workers

Carpal tunnel syndrome CTS  

AIMS

 evaluating the possible use of ultrasound as a screening tool for median
nerve impairment, compared to the nerve conduction studies

 comparing the specificity and sensitivity of a specifically targeted
questionnaire, that will also be evaluated as a screening tool

 40 dairy parlors workers of 21 dairy farms in Lombardy region of Italy;

male workers only.

 at least 3 years of experience as dairy parlor workers

 No musculoskeletal surgery or upper limb related diagnosis since 3

years before the survey started.

STUDY PROTOCOL
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Methods

 US
Static image of the carpal tunnel on both wrists, at the level of the semilunar
bone in transverse plane, measuring the cross sectional area of the median
nerve

Sufferance = if median nerve’s cross sectional area >10 mm2

Masci F, Tassoni M, Bossi M, Magenta Biasina A, Serrao G, Rosecrance J, et al. Assessing the effects of biomechanical overload on dairy parlor

workers’ wrist:Definition of a study approach and preliminary results. Work. 2016;55(4):747–56. 

 NCS (gold standard)
Median mononeuropathy=  if median sensory transcarpal latency difference of 
≥0.50. 

 Questionnaire
1) Demographic and personal information

2) Symptoms

Methods

Methods

Proximal carpal tunnel at the 
semilunar bone level. 
(Normal Median) 

Enlargement of the 
Median nerve
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Results

All subjects (n=40), n (%)

Age (years), mean ±SD 43,1 ± 6,6

BMI, mean ±SD 27,3 ± 3,9

Right - handed 37 (92,5%)

Having hobbies or sports 
requiring high hand force

5 (12,5%)

Years in current job, mean ±SD 13,4 ± 10,6

Nationality 

European 15 (37,5%)

Indian 20 (50%)

Tunisian 2 (5%)

Pakistani 2 (5%)

Egyptian 1 (2,5%)

Other job None 36 (90%)

Results – US

55%

45%

DOMINANT HAND 

median nerve area
>0.1cm2

median nerve area <
0.1cm2

50%50%

NON DOMINANT HAND 

median nerve area >
0.1cm2

median nerve area <
0.1cm2

“Sufferance”: Median nerve’s cross sectional area  >10 mm2

Results – NCS

32%

68%

DOMINANT HAND 

median sensory 
transcarpal latency 
difference of ≥0.50

median sensory
transcarpal latency
difference of < 0.50

30%

70%

NON DOMINANT HAND 

median sensory 
transcarpal latency 
difference of ≥0.50

median sensory
transcarpal latency
difference of < 0.50

Ultrasound

Positive Negative Total

NCS Positive 5 8 13

Negative 17 10 27

Total 22 18 40

No statistical correlation was
observed between US results and
NCS, for both dominant hand
(p=0.18) and
non-dominant hand (p=0,73).
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Positive for wrist impairment = at least one symptom in the last two weeks before 
the examination.

25% of workers.

The questionnaire showed a specificity of 93% and a sensibility of 61% if compared 
with nerve conduction study (NCS). 

Results – Questionnaire

NCS

Positive Negative Total

Questionnaire
Positive 8 2 10

Negative 5 25 30

Total 13 27 40

Discussion  

 workers who only performed one single task, therefore
isolating the risk

 Data gathered on field: portable devices, great number
of workers in a short amount of time

 recently been found to be useful for CTS diagnosis

 identify causes of median mononeuropathy

 higher prevalence of median nerve impairment if compared to nerve conduction

studies.

! median nerve area threshold

US

Discussion  

High level of specificity when compared to the nerve conduction
studies.

Used since 1990 to evaluate CTD e MSD in wide range of tasks and
on general working population

Kalaca et al, 2001: large sample of workers from different industrial sectors; symptomatic
workers at 36%
Franzblau et al, 1994: compared the hand symptom diagram with the NCS; specificity of 84%
and a sensitivity of 34%;
Bonauto et al., 2008: hand symptom diagram’s specificity at 87% and its sensitivity at 28%.

.

Questionnaire 1
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Discussion  

Patil, A 2012: 66 dairy parlor workers and 58 non-parlor workers
Hand-wrist symptoms were similar to our study
NCS: slightly higher prevalence of median nerve impairment

Rosecrance 2013: 76 ewe farmers in Sardinia (manual milking),
structured interview + NCS + assessed occupational risk for upper
limb disorders the Strain Index (our sample: in press).

55% of median nerve impairment: vs our study sample ( 32% ):
→ manual milking puts the workers at greater risk of CTS?

Questionnaire 2

TAKE HOME MESSAGES

 We recorded an unexpected relatively high prevalence of
wrist disorders in dairy parlor workers

Our results suggest that the questionnaire may be predictive
of early stage CTS.

It may be useful for screening large groups of workers in a
short amount of time and point out the need for second level
examinations.

New studies are desirable to improve the use of ultrasound in
CTS screening approach.

Grazie

Ďakujem


